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Most digital content, 
especially on the internet, 
is designed for visual 
access and consumption.

<p> Visually challenged 
persons use screen readers 
that know the syntactic 
structure of screen-based 
content, and convey 
information though single 
streams of synthesized 
speech. </p>

 tasks can be s
 while using screen readers. It is 

 and visual metaphors.

Search and Browse low and 
cumbersome
difficult to understand layouts

search for particular news 
headlines

We asked 4 visually challenged 
and 4 sighted participants to 

...

individually, two at a time, and 
three at a time same 
or different screen reader voices

...while listening to them 

, and with 

while using the 
Auditory Torch prototypes
...and also 

 to 
infer the layout (another real use 
case of concurrent speech).

screen reader app
multiple streams of speech

(more auditory information)

We built a  that allowed 
users to listen to  
at the same time, making use of the Cocktail 
Party Effect .

Spatial 
Auditory Torch prototypes

(more 
information through audio).

We designed 
  

to convey layouts 
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Studying concurrent 
speech was the main 
focus of this project

1. Manchester United complete unbelievable run to...

2. New continent emerges south of New Zealand, scientists...

3. The underground civilization of the Picts resurface in London...

4. New Bond Film a fitting send-off to one of the greatest...

6. We need more consistency and drive from the team: Virat...

7. US Elections: Results of 7 more primaries are now in...

TODAY’S HEADLINES
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Users have different 
listening strategies

Differential Effects of 
Screen Reader Voices

Grounding Research 
in Real Tasks

The importance ofAcross users, there were

? ?

all streams are 
being heard together

Simultaneous Listening

When 

, in 
search of keywords.

tune in 
and out of separate 
streams

Windowed Listening

When listeners 

 on relevance.
same or different familiarity 

versus unfamiliarity

Instead of perceiving screen reader voices 
as , the factor of 

 played a bigger role.

responded better to the Auditory 
Torch prototypes
concurrent speech be compared to faster 
speech supplementary 
information for Screen Magnifiers.

Users 
, and suggested that 

, or used as 
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Comparing Concurrent Speech with Faster Speech,

versus

and with status quo.
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